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Draw in the eyes using small circles 
And then the lips with a small curved line…

Now draw in the lines on the tail and fins.
Lastly add the scales using the pattern on the right

Brain Play 

How to draw a Carp….
 Jay Worling



Thanks!!
for downloading this e-book tutorial, which I hope will be the first of many 

and also the beginning of a slightly larger book :-)

Brain Play is doodling with intent. Most people doodle from time to time

(I do it A LOT!) and I have found that actually sitting down to doodle with the

 intension to create a something has helped me solve problems, be calmer in 

general, helped my drawing ability hugely and has become an active 

form of meditation.  So I really hope that you enjoy using this tutorial and 

I welcome your feedback. You can email me at jay.worling@gmail.com, 

or join me at F: thelivingstudio or EclecticaCreative.

I look forward to hearing from you soon :-)

What you will need … 
A pencil - any type but I prefer mechanical pencils

A Pen - black

An Eraser

Optional:

Colour Pencils

Things to keep in mind… 
Its ok to make mistakes.. You never know you might just make an awesome

discovery!!

Turn your page around if it makes it easier to draw certain parts

Art is fun, there is no test at the end, so enjoy the process :-)

xx Jay
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Using your pencil
Draw a sweeping line on 
Your  page.. You will rub 
This out  at the end…

Draw another sweeping
 line to the right…

And another sweeping
 line to the left…

In steps 2-8 the red line indicates the next line or mark

Draw a curved line 
For the Carp’s head…

Draw a red “V”  for 
The base of the tail…

Now draw in the fins…


